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Global Opinions

This should be a column
by Jamal Khashoggi

By Jamal Khashoggi
Oct. 4, 2018

The Washington Post

Editor’s note: Jamal Khashoggi is a Saudi journalist and author, and a
columnist for Washington Post Global Opinions. Khashoggi’s words should
appear in the space above, but he has not been heard from since he entered a
Saudi consulate in Istanbul for a routine consular matter on Tuesday
afternoon.

Read the Washington Post editorial: Where is Jamal Khashoggi?
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The silencing of Jamal Khashoggi

We at The Post won't be able to rest easy until our colleague appears safe and
sound.

Post contributor and prominent Saudi critic

Jamal Khashoggi feared missing in Turkey

But despite his criticisms of his homeland, Khashoggi consistently expressed
his love for Saudi Arabia and his desire to return
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Kim Jong Un’s North Korea: Life inside the totalitarian state

Why outbreaks like coronavirus spread exponentially, and how to 'flatten the curve'

Chevy Chase is 74, sober and ready to work. The problem? Nobody wants to work with him.

Fatal Force: 2019 police shootings database

Fatal Force: 2018 police shootings database
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